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Micro Mobility Systems Kickboard Compact Black Matt
(KB0020)  

 

Thanks to its short aluminium footboard,
the Kickboard Compact is ideal for
beginners, for leisure time or for the way
to school.

 CHF 179.00  
      

      

The Micro Kickboards convey, thanks to special weight steering, an ultimate surfing feeling. The
Kickboard Compact has a shorter deck made of aluminum, which is more maneuverable and ideal for
beginners.

New with interchangeable handlebars: can be easily converted from a T-handlebar to a stick. Letrsquo:s
surf the Sidewalks!

Weight steering

The patented Kickboard weight steering system works by shifting the weight of your own body. We
developed this system with Swiss specialists and it promotes balance, motor skills and coordination of
the rider. In addition, this steering system creates a very special driving experience and is suitable for all
ages.

Aluminium

Aluminium is a relatively soft but robust metal. Due to its composition it is extremely corrosion resistant
(rust resistant) and very light. In addition, it can be recycled an infinite number of times without any loss
of quality. In fact, recycling can save up to 95 % of the energy used in the initial production process. It is
therefore important that all micro scooters and spare parts made of aluminium are always taken to the
designated collection points at the end of their service life so that they can be used to produce
secondary aluminium. Today, the global economy would not be able to survive without it.
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JoystickIn

contrast to the T-handlebar, the joystick handlebar is driven with one hand. The center of gravity of the
total weight is exactly in the middle of the special kickboard weight steering. This allows an optimal
steering behavior. In order to get used to the weight steering, we recommend that beginners and small
children first ride with the T-bar and only later switch to the joystick. 

Load capacity: 100kg

Type of wheels: 120mm

Surface: Sport and leisure

Age group: Teens and adults

Weight: 4,45kg

Foldable: Yes

Handlebar: T-Handlebar
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